Totalitarianism in North Korea

1. What are the important characteristics or features of totalitarianism in North Korea?
   - Complete sponsorship of the government
   - Government controls what people say, do, and think
   - North Koreans are not allowed to leave

2. What are the most important takeaways about life in North Korea—written with humor?
   The civilians living in North Korea are oppressed where the government, which led to the decrease of technological development, controls every factor of their community, they don’t even know what computers are! Let alone the newer technologies being invented each and everyday.
   Additionally, people are specialized in taking tourists around the country, how weird is that? Students at school do not actually use the computers at school; they just have them in case of the presence of a visitor! Here’s the weirdest part: civilians living in North Korea are not allowed to leave! This is strict to the extent that some people try and sneak out to another country!

3. What is a common misconception about North Korea? Do you agree or disagree with it?
   A common misconception about North Korea is that most people there are uneducated. I agree with this misconception to a certain extent, as nowadays, the main tool for finding out information is the internet, which is very rarely found in schools or workplace there.